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Multiphase machines have attracted the attention of the research and industrial
communities due to their advantages, namely better power distribution and fault-
tolerant capabilities without extra hardware. However, the multiphase machine requires
high-performance control strategies to take advantage of these features. From this
perspective, the field-oriented control with the inner current control loop that uses
using an explicit modulation stage has been considered the benchmark solution
thanks to the reduced harmonic distortion obtained with this regulation strategy.
Nevertheless, nonlinear controllers, thanks to their inherent nature, allow exploiting the
extra multiphase capabilities in a simplified manner. Consequently, this paper aims to
concentrate and discuss the latest developments on nonlinear current control of two of the
most popular multiphase electric drive configurations, five-phase and six-phase. Then, this
paper covers mainly finite-control-set model predictive control and their variations.
Moreover, sliding-mode control is also explained. Finally, this paper includes
experimental assessments of the most recent nonlinear current control techniques
considering steady-state and transient conditions, stability and performance analysis.

Keywords: multiphase induction machine, current control and AC drives, nonlinear control algorithm, model
predictive control, sliding mode control

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of electric motor drives with more than three phases, namely multiphase machines, is not
new and can be found in early applications in the 1920s (Singh, 2002). In the last few decades,
research and industrial applications of multiphase machines re-emerged mainly due to the
significant advances in digital signal processors and power electronic converters (Barrero and
Duran, 2016). Multiphase machines are increasingly considered mostly for high-power and fault-
tolerant applications such as electric ship propulsion, traction, aerospace, and offshore wind energy
systems (Levi et al., 2007). In addition, in the last decade, several real applications of multiphase
machines have appeared, such as Gamesa G10 × 4.5 MWwind turbine, Hyundai THE EL 1080 ultra-
high-speed elevator, the Queen Elizabeth class aircraft carriers of the Royal Navy and Dana TM4
electric powertrain system (Echagüe et al., 2020). Indeed, recently the Amazon Company has
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incorporated into its transport fleet 100% all-electric Lion 6
trucks from Canadian manufacturer Lion Electric, which use
six-phase electric motors. Note that Lion Electric also has the
Lion 8, which uses a nine-phase electric motor.

The following benefits have been noted of multiphase
machines compared to the classical three-phase topology
(Barrero and Duran, 2016; Levi, 2016; Rubino et al., 2020):

• Intrinsic fault-tolerant capabilities, i.e., multiphase motors
can operate when one or more phases are open.

• Lower current per phase without increasing the phase-
voltage, making possible fast electronic devices in high-
power applications.

• Lower torque ripple.
• Significant lower cost of the power electronics devices.

However, their higher number of phases also implies a more
complex mathematical model, and new extra freedom degrees
need to be regulated to provide suitable performance. Typically,
the control of multiphase machines is an extension of classic
control three-phase machines where Field-Oriented Control
(FOC), Direct Torque Control (DTC), and Finite-Control-Set
Model Predictive Control (named MPC hereafter) are the most
famous cases. The extension from the three-phase controller to
the multiphase scheme is not straightforward since, in the latter
case, more currents must be regulated (secondary planes).
Therefore, in the FOC technique, the outer speed
Proportional-Integral (PI) loop is combined with multiple
inner PI current controllers. More sophisticated nonlinear
control techniques recently replaced conventional linearized
control methods to improve the system’s performance and
stability (Ayala et al., 2021a).

Focusing on nonlinear controller, MPC is one of the most
popular alternatives to regulate electric drives. The capability of
this regulation technique to provide higher flexibility and faster
dynamic response than conventional linear controllers has been
confirmed during the last decade (Vazquez et al., 2014; Young
et al., 2014; Kouro et al., 2015). Additionally, the control designer
can include extra control constraints in a simple manner
(Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2019). Nevertheless, an unacceptable
harmonic content appears in the phase currents when the
classical MPC is implemented due to the absence of a
modulation stage in its structure (Young et al., 2014). As a
consequence of this limited ability to mitigate the harmonic
distortion and the torque ripple, the MPC viability is
questionable if acceptable quality indices are required (Lim
et al., 2014). The situation is even worse in multiphase electric
drives where several orthogonal planes need to be regulated
during the entire control cycle with a single switching state
(Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018). Fortunately, taking advantage of
the flexibility mentioned above of MPC, the control designer can
create voltage outputs formed by several switching states. Then
the harmonic distortion of standard MPC can be reduced
(Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018; Xue et al., 2018; Luo and Liu,
2019; Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2020; Aciego et al., 2021; Ayala
et al., 2021b; Duran et al., 2021; Gonçalves et al., 2021; Romero
et al., 2021). The development of multi-vector strategies for MPC

in multiphase electric drives is currently an important topic of
research to exploit the inherent advantages of MPC for the
regulation of these more competitive systems. In fact, this
research line can be considered one of the most valuable
future research topics in the field of the regulation techniques
for multiphase electric drives.

On the other hand, Sliding Mode Control (SMC) has been a
smart control technology due to its simplicity and robustness
against uncertainties and disturbances since its inception more
than 60 years ago. The key to the SMC is creating the domain of
attraction around a pre-defined switching manifold (or called
sliding manifold) by imposing a discontinuous control. The
desired control performance expectations are built into the
switching manifold upon which an ideal sliding mode is
established. The discontinuous control is required to alter
infinitely to enforce the ideal sliding motion. (Yu et al.,
2021). SMC and fuzzy logic control have been introduced in
(Fnaiech et al., 2010) to control the inner current loop of a six-
phase IM for healthy and faulty conditions. The Discrete-time
SMC (DSMC) with rotor currents observer based on Time
Delay Estimator (TDE) has also studied (Kali et al., 2019a).
However, since SMC has its major drawback, the Chattering,
many approaches have been studied for other systems and
recently implemented for multiphase machines. Some
examples include the DSMC with exponential reaching law
(Kali et al., 2019d), Discrete-time Super-Twisting Algorithm
(DSTA) (Kali et al., 2020a) and Discrete-time Terminal STA
(DTSTA) (Kali et al., 2021b). Other more sophisticated
nonlinear controllers have also been studied recently. One
example is (Sheng et al., 2017) where a robust adaptive
backstepping SMC with recurrent wavelet fuzzy neural
network was proposed for the speed regulation of a six-phase
permanent magnet synchronous motor demonstrating
parameter perturbations and load disturbances. In (Morawiec
et al., 2020) the backstepping was studied to regulate speed and
current in a sensorless scheme for a five-phase Induction
Machine (IM).

This paper presents the recent advances of nonlinear current
control techniques as interesting regulation techniques to exploit
multiphase electric drives skills. The rest of this survey paper is
divided as follows. Section 2 describes in detail the power
converter model and the model of the five- and six-phase IMs
in state-space representation. Then, Section 3 outlines the
chronological contributions in the area of MPC to multiphase
IMs and also the theory behind this technique. Other significant
contributions of nonlinear control based on SMC are explained in
Section 4. An experimental assessment is presented in Section 5
while the conclusions, as well as future trends, are shown in the
last section.

2 FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS, ISSUES,
AND PROBLEMS

2.1 Power Converter Model
Multiphase IMs can be powered by Voltage Source Converter
(VSC), matrix converters, multilevel inverters, among others.
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However, VSC is still the predominant power converter, and
consequently, its model will be detailed in this paper. Figure 1
shows the schematic diagram of the closed-loop FOC of
a multiphase IM. Then, first, we present the mathematical
model of a five-phase VSC shown in Figure 2, which is used
for the five-phase drive control, which corresponds to one of
the multiphase IM studied in this paper. In this case the
phase variables are identified by means of the letters a, b, c, d,
and e, respectively. For its operation, the VSC provides 25 � 32
different commutation states. Each commutation state is
characterized by a commutation vector defined by
Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd , Se{ }T , with Sk ∈ 0, 1{ }. The phase voltages
(vsa, vsb, vsc, vsd , vse) are defined as a function of the
switching state and dc-link (Vdc) as indicated in the
following equation:

M5[ ] �

vsa
vsb
vsc
vsd
vse

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

Vdc

5

4 −1 −1 −1 −1
−1 4 −1 −1 −1
−1 −1 4 −1 −1
−1 −1 −1 4 −1
−1 −1 −1 −1 4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Sa
Sb
Sc
Sd
Se

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (1)

The phase voltages can be referred to the vector space
decomposition variables using the Clarke transformation as
follows:

vsα
vsβ
vsx
vsy
vsz

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ �

2
5

1 cos (θ) cos (2θ) cos (2θ) cos (θ)
0 sin (θ) sin (2θ) − sin (2θ) − sin (θ)
1 cos (2θ) cos (4θ) cos (4θ) cos (2θ)
0 sin (2θ) sin (4θ) − sin (4θ) − sin (2θ)
1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

1
2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸																					︷︷																					︸

C5[ ]

M5[ ]

(2)

where θ � 2π/5. The last row of the matrix [C5] defines the zero
sequence component.

Applying Clarke transformation, 30 active voltage vectors and
two null vectors are defined. Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional
projections obtained with each of the vectors, identified with the
decimal equivalent of their respective switching states
Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd , Se{ }T , with Sa and Se being the most and least
significant bits, respectively. Ten sectors and three crowns can
be identified (see Figure 3) using the active voltage vector map.

On the other hand, this paper also addresses the asymmetrical
six-phase drive with isolated neutrals as shown in the left part of
the Figure 4. Other winding arrangements for the six-phase IM
include the dual three-phase and the symmetrical six-phase. The
main difference among them is the phase displacement between

FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of the closed-loop FOC of a multiphase IM.

FIGURE 2 | Schematic diagram of the five-phase, two-level VSC.
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two consecutive winding (Shawier et al., 2021). Note that the
asymmetrical six-phase machine is still the most frequently
studied multiphase IM (Gonçalves P. et al., 2019). The choice
of the asymmetrical topology was supported because this
multiphase machine eliminates the sixth harmonic of the
torque ripple, caused by the fifth and seventh harmonics of

the stator current. Nevertheless, the utilization of a proper
modulation strategy, with the adequately high switching
frequency, for a six-phase VSC leads to the performance of
the asymmetrical and symmetrical six-phase machines that are
essentially the same (Levi et al., 2007). Moreover, the six-phase
machines can be included in the so-called “multi-three-phase”

FIGURE 3 | Projections of the voltage vectors in the α − β (left) and x − y (right) planes for a symmetric five-phase MI. The number that defines each voltage is the
decimal equivalent of the binary number [Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, Se].

FIGURE 4 | Six-phase IM winding arrangements.

FIGURE 5 | Schematic diagram of the six-phase, two-level VSC.
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drives. This topology with a higher number of phase (e.g., 6, 9, 12,
15, and so on) are gaining special consideration from the industry
since they can be configured as multiple three-phase units
operating in parallel. Consequently, we can use the three-
phase technologies, driving to a meaningful decrease in the
prices and design time (Rubino et al., 2020).

Then, the VSC is now particularized to the case of the six-
phase ones, as shown in the Figure 5. In the same way as the
previous case, the switching function is defined as
Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd , Se, Sf{ }T , with Sk ∈ 0, 1{ }, identifying the six
phases of the converter. To obtain the VSC model, vsa
will denote the voltage associated with the phase a of the
stator, va to the potential at the point a (connection to the
winding a of the VSC, see Figure 5) and vN to the potential
associated to the neutral point of the winding abc. In a similar
manner, the voltages vbN and vcN are defined. Note in the
Figure 5, that for the d, e, f windings, there is a different
neutral to that of the abc phases, and is denoted as N′, so the
same approach can be applied to vd, ve and vf but using the
potential d, e, f and N′. Considering both stator windings with
independent neutrals and out of phase with each other by 30°, and
if a balanced system is also assumed, the following expression can
be obtained:

vsa + vsb + vsc � 0 (3)

vN � vsa + vsb + vsc
3

(4)

Thereby, the voltage of phase a can be modeled as:

vsa � va − vN � 2
3
va − 1

3
vb + vc( ) (5)

Then, Eq. 5 can be represented as a function of the switching state
of the VSC switches (Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd, Se, Sf) and, in a similar way, the
voltages vbN and vcN can be calculated, obtaining:

vsa � 2
3
Sa Vdc − 1

3
Sb Vdc + Sc Vdc( ) (6)

vsb � 2
3
Sb Vdc − 1

3
Sa Vdc + Sc Vdc( ) (7)

vsc � 2
3
Sc Vdc − 1

3
Sa Vdc + Sb Vdc( ) (8)

The same argumentation for the phases d − e − f gives rise to the
following equations:

vsd � 2
3
Sd Vdc − 1

3
Se Vdc + Sf Vdc( ) (9)

vse � 2
3
Se Vdc − 1

3
Sd Vdc + Sf Vdc( ) (10)

vsf � 2
3
Sf Vdc − 1

3
Sd Vdc + Se Vdc( ) (11)

From Eqs 6–11 the phase voltages applied to the IM
are represented from the potentials imposed on the
stator terminals. We can model the VSC module
mathematically by the matrix represented by Eq. 12,
providing the values of the voltages applied to the IM
stator in phase variables.

M6[ ] �

vsa
vsd
vsb
vse
vsc
vsf

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
� Vdc

3

2 0 −1 0 −1 0
0 2 0 −1 0 −1
−1 0 2 0 −1 0
0 −1 0 2 0 −1
−1 0 −1 0 2 0
0 −1 0 −1 0 2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Sa
Sd
Sb
Se
Sc
Sf

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(12)

To obtain the voltage values in coordinates α − β, x − y and z1 − z2
for the configuration of a six-phase IM (n � 6) with asymmetric
configuration and isolated neutrals, the following equation is
used:

vsα
vsβ
vsx
vsy
vsz1
vsz2

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
� 2
6

1 cos (θ) cos (4θ) cos (5θ) cos (8θ) cos (9θ)
0 sin (θ) sin (4θ) sin (5θ) sin (8θ) sin (9θ)
1 cos (5θ) cos (8θ) cos (θ) cos (16θ) cos (9θ)
0 sin (5θ) sin (8θ) sin (θ) sin (16θ) sin (9θ)
1 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸																								︷︷																								︸

C6[ ]

M6[ ] (13)

being θ � π/n � π/6. The VSC model is characterized by 2n � 26 �
64 possible trigger vectors (60 active and 4 null). These vectors are
projected in the α − β and x − y planes as shown in the Figure 6,
where all possible states are identified by two octal numbers
corresponding to the binary numbers [SaSbSc] and [SdSeSf ],
respectively.

2.2 Five-phase and Six-phase Induction
Machine State-Space Model
2.2.1 Continuous Model
We must select first properly the state variables of the IM to
perform the mathematical modelling using the representation in
the state-space. The stator and rotor currents in the α − β and x −
y planes are the most common choices. Then, we carry out the
transformations of the equations in the general frame of reference
to the planes α − β and x − y. For the case of the five-phase IM fed
by the VSC, the phase voltages are defined by Eq. 1 while the
voltages in the α − β, x − y and z planes are represented by Eq. 2.
Similarly, for the case of the asymmetrical six-phase IM, fed by
the VSC, where the phase voltages are represented by Eq. 12while
the voltages in the planes α − β, x − y and z1 − z2 are represented
by Eq. 13. Note that the models in state variables for the five- and
six-phase IM are equal if only the α − β and x − y planes are
considered, discarding the zero sequence components. The next
set of equations gives the state and output equations of the linear
system in continuous time:

d
dt

[X(t)] �[A][X(t)] +[B][U(t)] (14)

[Y(t)] �[C][X(t)] (15)

being [X(t)] the state vector, [U(t)] the input vector and [Y(t)]
the output vector, while [A], [B] and [C] will be defined later.

The equivalent system in discrete-time is obtained using
Euler’s method, being the most used method to discretize
continuous systems due to its simplicity. In it, the
discretization of the model can be carried out by substituting
the derivative for the quotient of increments. Considering
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d
dt X(t) � ΔX(t)/Δt, where ΔX(t) is represented by the following
equation:

ΔX(t) � X(t) − X(t − Δt) (16)

Being the sampling time Ts, we define x[k] � X(k Ts) and taking
Δt � Ts the following equation is obtained:

d
dt

X(t) � X(t) − X(t − Δt)
Ts

(17)

where x[k], that represents the states of the system, can be
expressed by:

x[k] ≈ x[k−1] + Ts
d
dt
X[k] � x[k−1] + Ts f (x[k−1], u[k−1]) (18)

where f (x[k−1], u[k−1]) � [A][X[k−1]] + [B][U[k−1]].
Finally, an estimate of the future state can be obtained as a

correction of the state at the current instant from the previous
equation, which results in:

x̂[k+1|k] � x[k] + Ts f (x[k], u[k]) (19)

Considering the stator currents in the α − β and x − y planes and
the rotor currents in the α − β plane as state variables x1 � isα, x2 �
isβ, x3 � isx, x4 � isy, x5 � irα and x6 � irβ, the equations that are
obtained can be written as follows:

d
dt

x1( ) � −Rsd2x1 + d4 Mωrx2 + Rrx5 + Lrωrx6( ) + d2u1 (20a)

d
dt

x2( ) � −Rsd2x2 + d4 −Mωrx1 − Lrωrx5 + Rrx6( ) + d2u2 (20b)

d
dt

x3( ) � −Rsd3x3 + d3u3 (20c)

d
dt

x4( ) � −Rsd3x4 + d3u4 (20d)

d
dt

x5( ) � −Rsd4x1 + d5 −Mωrx2 − Rrx5 − Lrωrx6( ) − d4u1 (20e)

d
dt

x6( ) � −Rsd4x2 + d5 Mωrx1 + Lrωrx5 − Rrx6( ) − d4u2 (20f)

being ci for i � 1, . . ., 5, defined as.

d1 � LsLr −M2 (21a)

d2 � Lr/d1 (21b)

d3 � 1/Lls (21c)

d4 � M/d1 (21d)

d5 � Ls/d1 (21e)

being Rs the stator resistance, Rr the rotor resistance, Ls the
stator inductance, Lr the rotor inductance, M the mutual
inductance, Lls the stator leakage inductance, Llr the rotor
leakage inductance.

The input vector corresponds to the voltages applied to the
stator u1 � vsα, u2 � vsβ, u3 � vsx and u4 � vxy. Then, rewriting (20)
and considering the state and output equations of the continuous
time system described by Eqs 14, 15, where the input vector is
[U(t)] � [u1, u2, u3, u4]T , the state vector is [X(t)] �
[x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6]T and the output vector is
[Y(t)] � [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6]T . The coefficients of the matrix
[A] of Eq. 14 are defined according to the following equations:

as2 � Rs d2 (22a)

as3 � Rs d3 (22b)

as4 � Rs d4 (22c)

ar4 � Rr d4 (22d)

ar5 � Rr d5 (22e)

al4 � Lr d4 ωr (22f)

al5 � Lr d5 ωr (22g)

am4 � M d4 ωr (22h)

am5 � M d5 ωr (22i)

Matrices [A] and [B] represent the dynamics of multiphase drive,
which for the set of selected state variables are:

FIGURE 6 | Projections of the voltage vectors in the α − β (left) and x − y (right) planes for an asymmetrical six-phase IM with isolated neutrals. The number that
defines each voltage is identified by two octal numbers corresponding to the binary numbers [SaSbSc] and [SdSeSf ].
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[A] �

−as2 am4 0 0 ar4 al4
−am4 −as2 0 0 −al4 ar4
0 0 −as3 0 0 0
0 0 0 −as3 0 0
as4 −am5 0 0 −ar5 −al5
am5 as4 0 0 al5 −ar5

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(23)

[B] �

d2 0 0 0
0 d2 0 0
0 0 d3 0
0 0 0 d3
−d4 0 0 0
0 −d4 0 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(24)

2.2.2 Discrete Model
From the continuous-time model and using the Euler
discretization method, it is possible to obtain the drive model
in discrete time. The equations obtained can be written as follows:

X̂[k+1|k][ ] � X[k][ ] + Ts [A] X[k][ ] +[B] U[k][ ]( ) (25)

We can represent the evolution of the state variables through the
following equations derived from Eq. 25:

Xâ[k+1|k][ ]
Xb̂[k+1|k][ ]
Xĉ[k+1|k][ ]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸					︷︷					︸

X
̂
[k+1|k][ ]

�
Φ11[ ] Φ12[ ] Φ13[ ]
Φ21[ ] Φ22[ ] Φ23[ ]
Φ31[ ] Φ32[ ] Φ33[ ]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸									︷︷									︸

[Φ]

Xa[k][ ]
Xb[k][ ]
Xc[k][ ]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸				︷︷				︸

X[k][ ]

+
Γ1[ ]
Γ2[ ]
Γ3[ ]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸		︷︷		︸

[Γ]

U1[k][ ]
U2[k][ ]
U1[k][ ]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸				︷︷				︸

Us[k][ ]
(26)

Y[k] �
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

︸							︷︷							︸
[C]

Xa[k][ ]
Xb[k][ ]
Xc[k][ ]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
︸				︷︷				︸

X[k][ ]
(27)

where [Xa[k]] � [isα[k], isβ[k]]T and [Xb[k]] � [isx[k], isy[k]]T are

the vectors that contain the stator currents measured in the α − β

and x − y planes, respectively, [Xc[k]] � [irα[k], irβ[k]]T is the state

variable that cannot be measured (rotor currents) and must be
estimated, while [I] represents the identity matrix. The input
matrices are represented by [U1[k]] � [vsα[k], vsβ[k]]T and

[U2[k]] � [vsx[k], vsy[k]]T . The values of the matrices [Φ] and

[Γ] are defined as follows:

[Φ] �

(1 − as2) Tsam4 « 0 0 « Tsar4 Tsal4
−Tsam4 (1 − as2) « 0 0 « −Tsal4 Tsar4
/ / / / / / / /
0 0 « (1 − Tsas3) 0 « 0 0
0 0 « 0 (1 − Tsas3) « 0 0
/ / / / / / / /
Tsas4 −Tsam5 « 0 0 « (1 − ar5) −Tsal5
Tsam5 Tsas4 « 0 0 « Tsal5 (1 − ar5)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(28)

[Γ] �

Tsd2 0
0 Tsd2
/ /
Tsd3 0
0 Tsd3
/ /

−Tsd4 0
0 −Tsd4

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(29)

The following equations provide the rotor electrical speed (ωr)
and generated torque (Te) as a function of the load torque (Tl), the
number of pole pairs (P), the inertia coefficient (Jm) and the
friction and the inertia coefficient (Bm):

Jm _ωr + Bm ωr � P Te − Tl( ) (30)

Te � 3 P M irβ isα − irα isβ( ) (31)

3 MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL FOR
MULTIPHASE ELECTRIC DRIVES

As previously introduced, MPC can be defined as an attractive
regulation technique when the control designer requires a
significant degree of flexibility in the control scheme (Kouro
et al., 2015). The classic MPC is based on a predictive machine
model, where the available switching states/voltage vectors are
directly evaluated in the model system to select the optimal
control action in each control cycle (as shown in Figure 7).

FIGURE 7 | MPC flowchart for a multiphase electric drive.
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This popular control strategy presents inherent advantages over
the conventional linear current controller, such as important
flexibility, including constraints and a suitable dynamic response
(Vazquez et al., 2014; Young et al., 2014; Kouro et al., 2015).
These interesting MPC skills particularly match with the nature
of multiphase electric drives characterized by a higher number of
freedom degrees (Duran and Barrero, 2016; Levi, 2016). Despite
these desirable features for multiphase electric drives,
conventional linear controllers have been assumed as the
suitable control choice because high current quality is
undoubtedly the primary goal (Lim et al., 2014). With the
requirement mentioned earlier in mind, MPC has been
considered by the research community of electric drives as a
non-high performance regulation strategy (Lim et al., 2014). This
assumption is founded on the important harmonic distortion of
the phase currents when the classic MPC approach is
implemented in pre-fault (Lim et al., 2014; Gonzalez-Prieto
et al., 2018) and post-fault situation (Guzman et al., 2014).
Nevertheless, MPC has been enhanced to exploit their
advantages and solve its more inferior current quality. Some
examples are the use of different discretization techniques
(Miranda et al., 2009; Riveros et al., 2013; Rojas et al., 2014),
the inclusion of observer methods (Rodas et al., 2016, 2017;
Martin et al., 2016a) or the definition of new cost functions
(Vargas et al., 2007; Duran et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2016;
Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2019; Arahal et al., 2020; Kroneisl et al.,
2020).

However, despite these improvements incorporated into the
MPC structure, the obtained phase currents still presented a
higher harmonic content than in the case of control methods with
conventional explicit modulation stages (Lim et al., 2014). This
unfavourable scenario for classic MPC is particularly critical in
multiphase drives, where several orthogonal planes need to be
regulated with a single voltage vector per control cycle (Gonzalez-
Prieto et al., 2018). Additionally, these secondary planes of
multiphase machines are usually characterized by a lower
equivalent stator impedance (Abdel-Khalik et al., 2020).
Consequently, a high harmonic distortion appears in the phase
currents with a low voltage injection (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2020;
Duran et al., 2021). Fortunately, the implementation of multi-
vector solutions (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018; Xue et al., 2018;
Luo and Liu, 2019; Ayala et al., 2020; Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2020;
Aciego et al., 2021; Ayala et al., 2021b; Duran et al., 2021;
Gonçalves et al., 2021), such as synthesized or virtual voltage
vectors (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018; Garcia-Entrambasaguas
et al., 2019; Duran et al., 2021), has permitted the
minimization of the aforementioned harmonic injection
thanks to the use of control actions formed by several
switching states per sampling period. To take advantage of
MPC features for multiphase electric drives, a significant
number of researchers have promoted the development of
more competitive multi-vector alternatives (Gonzalez-Prieto
et al., 2018; Xue et al., 2018; Garcia-Entrambasaguas et al.,
2019; Gonzalez et al., 2019; Luo and Liu, 2019; Gonzalez-
Prieto et al., 2020; Aciego et al., 2021; Ayala et al., 2021b;
Duran et al., 2021; Gonçalves et al., 2021), providing phase
current with low harmonic content. As a consequence of the

evolution of the multi-vector approach, MPC has been able to be
reformulated in electric drive regulation techniques (Tenconi
et al., 2018).

Based on the previous context, this section describes the
structure of classic MPC approaches for multiphase electric
drives and the novelties related to the improvement of this
popular control strategy.

How it is Made: An MPC for Multiphase
Induction Machine Drives
MPC presents a further crucial advantage, its operating principle
is simple, and thanks to this issue, its structure can be described in
a nutshell. So, the most famous structure of MPC is characterized
by the use of an outer PI controller to regulate the mechanical
speed and a two-stage inner MPC to satisfy the stator current
regulation (see Figure 7, Figure 8). The available voltage vectors
are employed as inputs in the prediction process to estimate the
future currents. Then, these predicted currents are evaluated in a
pre-defined cost function. Finally, the fitness values of the tested
voltage vectors are analyzed to select the optimal control action in
each control cycle (Figure 7, Figure 8).

As previously exposed, the performance of MPC is highly
dependent on the available voltage vectors as these are directly
applied in the implicit modulator of this control scheme as
control action (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2021). Due to this fact,
the use of multi-vector solutions has especially permitted a
significant improvement in the performance of this control
scheme when electric drives show several orthogonal planes.
Attending to the considerable role of the control actions in the
field of MPC, the predictive machine model and the cost function
need to be designed regarding the voltage vector employed as
system inputs. Next, the first stage of implementing an MPC is to
study the more appropriate procedure from the perspective of the
available voltage vectors. For that reason, the following subsection
describes the evolution of the control actions in MPC for
multiphase electric drives.

Control Actions
Control schemes with an explicit modulation stage, as FOCwith a
carrier-based pulse width modulation, synthesize the reference
voltage output using multiple switching states per sampling
period (Bojoi et al., 2003; Che et al., 2014). This procedure
favours obtaining an acceptable current quality, but the cost is
a higher switching frequency (Lim et al., 2014). In MPC, the
situation is the opposite since this one operates as a direct
controller (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2021) due to the control
actions are evaluated in the machine model (Gonzalez-Prieto
et al., 2021). Thus, MPC is highly dependent on the available
voltage vector in each electric drive (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2021).
The previous assertion is significant when a classic MPC is
implemented and a unique voltage vector is applied per
control period. This MPC behaviour has been confirmed in
the six-phase IM, where symmetrical and asymmetrical stator
configurations possess control actions with a different location in
the secondary plane (Duran et al., 2021; Gonzalez-Prieto et al.,
2021). Compared to the asymmetrical arrangement, the
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symmetrical six-phase IMs have some active voltage vectors that
do not produce x − y currents. In contrast, in the asymmetrical
six-phase IM, all the active voltage vectors cause an inherent x − y
injection (Duran et al., 2021). MPC can provide a suitable current
quality when a single switching state is applied during the whole
sampling time, thanks to the desirable location of control actions
in the second plane of symmetrical six-phase IM (Gonzalez-
Prieto et al., 2021). Nevertheless, the circumstance is more
adverse for the asymmetrical six-phase IM since an
unacceptable harmonic distortion can appear due to its
inherent x − y production.

Fortunately, MPC presents an important degree of flexibility
to design control actions formed by several switching states.
Using this MPC feature and considering the decisive role of
the secondary planes in multiphase electric drives (Abdel-Khalik
et al., 2020), a significant effort of the research community has
been placed in the design of multi-vector solutions to mitigate the
harmonic distortion caused by these undesirable components
(Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2020). The utilization of several switching
states per control cycle in MPC has also been tested for three-
phase systems (Yang et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2018). On the other
hand, as previously exposed, the asymmetrical six-phase IM is
one of the most studied electric drives for multiphase electric
drives from this perspective. Considering the asymmetrical six-
phase IM as a case study, the multi-vector approaches can be
classified attending to their building procedure: offline virtual
voltage vectors (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018; Duran et al., 2021;
Gonçalves et al., 2019c,b) and online multiple vector output
(Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2020; Aciego et al., 2021; Ayala et al.,
2021b). Regardless of the assumed technique to generate these
high-performance control actions, particular attention must be
paid to the voltage vector location in the secondary plane due to
the crucial effect of this plane in the harmonic distortion of the
phase currents (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018; Abdel-Khalik et al.,
2020).

Analyzing the offline procedure to create the multi-vector
output, (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018) proposed an MPC using
Virtual Voltage vectors (VVs) formed by couples of medium-
large and large voltage vectors for an asymmetrical six-phase IM.
These VVs ensured null x − y voltages on average during the

sampling period because medium-large and large vectors with the
same direction in the α − β plane have opposite direction in the
x − y plane (see Figure 6). To satisfy the null-average x − y
generation, the duty cycle (t1 and t2) of each voltage vector is also
estimated offline, attending to their location in the secondary
plane (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018):

0 � Vx
ml t1 + Vx

l t2 (32a)

0 � Vy
ml t1 + Vy

l t2 (32b)

being Vxy
ml and Vxy

l the projections of the considered medium-
large and large voltage vector in the x − y plane. Applying this
strategy to each couple of medium-large and large voltage vectors,
a set of twelve active VVs are obtained for this six-phase electric
drive. The implementation of this virtual voltage vector MPC
implied a reduction of 85% in the total harmonic distortion of the
phase current (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018). Following this same
philosophy, different researchers have designed several offline
VVs sets to increase the phase current quality and exploit some
MPC advantages for different multiphase electric drives
(Gonçalves et al., 2019b; Gonçalves et al., 2019c; Luo and Liu,
2019; Xue et al., 2018; Gonçalves et al., 2021).

Concerning the mitigation of x − y components in multiphase
electric drives using offline VV, the acceptable behaviour of large
voltage vectors has been highlighted in the last years (Gonzalez-
Prieto et al., 2020; Aciego et al., 2021; Duran et al., 2021). This set
of switching states achieves the higher α − β voltage production
with the lower x − y injection (Aciego et al., 2021). In the
asymmetrical six-phase IM, adjacent α − β large voltage
vectors are mapped in the x − y plane as small vectors shifted
by 150°. Since they are not in phase opposition, the average x − y
voltage cannot be fully cancelled, but it can be highly reduced. On
the other hand, the transition from one large vector to the next
adjacent large vector can be done by changing the state of only
one VSC leg (Duran et al., 2021). Using these desirable
capabilities, (Duran et al., 2021) proposed creating a set of
VVs formed by an adjacent Large Voltage Vector (LVV). As a
result of using these control actions, a new improvement of the
phase current quality indices was reached (Duran et al., 2021).
Analyzing the operating principle of MPC schemes using an

FIGURE 8 | Classic MPC scheme for asymmetrical six-phase IM.
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offline multi-vector solution, these control strategies commonly
carry out the regulation of the secondary plane in open-loop
mode with the designed VVs. This ability allows the reduction of
the computational burden thanks to the use of a simplified
machine model and cost function (Gonzalez-Prieto et al.,
2018; Duran et al., 2021). However, these offline designed
multi-vector outputs are characterized by a static nature. In
addition, the number of available active control actions is
lower than in the case of classic MPC and then the voltage
response refinement is slightly lower in the α − β plane
(Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2020; Aciego et al., 2021).

On the other hand, the online design of multi-vector voltage
outputs provides the MPC with a higher dynamic nature
because selecting the switching states employed to generate
the voltage response is done during the control cycle
(Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2020; Aciego et al., 2021; Ayala et al.,
2021b). These solutions need a higher computational cost to
obtain higher flexibility in the design on the voltage output. An
MPC based on the use of Dynamic Virtual Voltage vector
(DVV) was developed in (Aciego et al., 2021). Three
different cost functions are employed to create this multiple-
voltage vector response to obtain the best couple of switching
states and their respective duty cycle. This improvement in the
MPC performance supposed, at the same time, a critical
computational effort. Searching for better current quality for
MPC, (Ayala et al., 2021b) created a voltage response using two
optimal active voltage vectors and a null voltage vector per
control cycle. The duty cycle of each applied switching states is
estimated using its fitness value and the fitness values of the
other selected voltage vectors. A branch and bound algorithm
was designed to exploit the desirable performance of a large
voltage vector in the asymmetrical six-phase IM. The before
mentioned algorithm calculates the intelligent combination of
two large voltage vectors and null voltage vectors (Gonzalez-
Prieto et al., 2020). Moreover, this solution allowed the
mitigation of the components to reduce active voltage
injection according to the operating point. Regarding the
design of online multi-vector MPC strategies, it is necessary
to highlight that the predictive machine model and the quality
functions need to be designed to obtain control actions with a
suitable performance in all the orthogonal planes. For this
reason, the computational cost of these MPC schemes is
usually higher (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2020).

Predictive Machine Model
The most accepted MPC approach (Duran and Barrero, 2016) is
based on using a two-stage predictive process to estimate the
future currents using the available control actions. This two-step
forward prediction algorithm compensates for the time delay
introduced by sampling and computation time (Cortes et al.,
2012; Young et al., 2014). The estimation of the currents in the
predictive process is carried out in a discretized IM model
(Barrero et al., 2009). The measurement/predictive variables
and the applied/available control actions are established as the
system inputs. Figure 8 shows the relationship between the
variable and the discretized IM model in the different stages
of the prediction process.

Focusing on IM model building, different discretization
methods, such as Euler and Cayley Hamilton (Miranda
et al., 2009; Rojas et al., 2014), have been employed to
develop a sample-data model of the electric IM equations.
Both methods present a satisfactory approximation of the
discretization conditions that are not too restrictive.
Nevertheless, the Cayley Hamilton approach is
recommended in (Rojas et al., 2014) because this one
reaches an accurate approximation, particularly compared to
the usual Euler method (Miranda et al., 2009; Riveros et al.,
2013). As expected, the performance of the discretized IM
model also depends on the proper estimation of the electric
parameter values. The sensitivity of predictive controllers to
parameter variation has recently been analyzed (Martin et al.,
2017). Unfortunately, the reasonable estimation of the electric
parameters can be defined as a necessary but not sufficient
condition as some may change during the drive operating. This
undesirable scenario can be mitigated by including exogenous
variables in the IM model (Bermudez et al., 2021) or the use of
observer methods as in (Xia et al., 2012), where a Luenberger
Observer (LO) is implemented.

Additionally, observer methods can be employed to estimate
non-measured variables used in the predictive machine model as
inputs (see Figure 9). In this regard, the control designer can
know the rotor values for which sensors are not available (Martin
et al., 2016b). The addition of these observation techniques allows
a better approximation of the non-measurable variables involved
in the prediction process. Nevertheless, due to the
implementation of these exciting tools, the computational cost
of MPC increases. We can classify the observer methods into
reduced-order and full-order observers (Jansen and Lorenz, 1994;
Davari et al., 2012). Using the reducer-order form, the rotor
components can be obtained with the measurements of speed and
stator currents (Davari et al., 2012). On the other hand, full-order
observers provide the stator and rotor variable estimation with
speed and stator voltages/currents measurements. The estimation
of rotor variables using Kalman Filter (KF) in MPC for a six-
phase IMwas introduced theoretically in (Rodas et al., 2013a) and
compared with LO in (Rodas et al., 2013b). Then, the
experimental validation and the impact of the online
estimation of rotor variables in MPC have been studied in
(Rodas et al., 2016), where MPC with an observer clearly
outperforms the classic MPC approach, presenting some
benefits such as better current tracking performance, less
harmonic content, and lower switching losses. Speaking about
the benefits obtained with the inclusion of a method observer in
the prediction process, the role of close-loop observers, as such
KF or LO, can be highlighted thanks to the improvement
provided with these methods in the regulation of the stator
currents of multiphase electric drives (Rodas et al., 2017).

Due to the applied/available voltage vectors are evaluated in
the predictive machine model, this one should be defined
according to the designed control actions. This assumption
can be explained using the case of an asymmetrical six-phase
IM where all the active control actions also generate an inherent
x − y injection. For instance, the discretized predictive machine
model needs to include α − β and x − y components if the
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secondary plane cannot be regulated in open-loop mode with the
usage of the available control actions:

X̂αβ[k+1|k][ ] � Xαβxy[k][ ] + Ts [A] Xαβxy[k][ ] +[B] Uαβxy[k][ ]( ) (33)

where

Uαβxy[k][ ] � vαs[k] vβs[k] vxs[k] vys[k] 0 0[ ]T (34a)

Xαβxy[k][ ] � iαs[k] iβs[k] ixs[k] iys[k] λαr[k] λβr[k][ ]T (34b)

X ̂αβxyk+1|k � îαsk+1|k îβsk+1|k îxsk+1|k îysk+1|k λ̂αrk+1|k λ̂βrk+1|kT

(34c)

The matrices [A] and [B] define the dynamics of the
employed electric IM, in this case, a six-phase IM and have
been obtained with the discretization of six-phase IM equations
(Barrero et al., 2009). This complete predictive machine model is
usually implemented in classic MPC or when the multi-vector
output is designed online (Barrero et al., 2009; Gonzalez-Prieto
et al., 2020; Aciego et al., 2021; Ayala et al., 2021b). For instance,
this IMmodel has been used for different MPC approaches where
the virtual voltage vectors have been generated during the control
period (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2020; Aciego et al., 2021; Ayala
et al., 2021b). Also, (Aciego et al., 2021) based their work on
using a complete predictive machine model since the two better
active switching states are selected according to their performance
in the α − β and x − y planes. To sum up, a complete IM model
needs to be employed if the defined control actions cannot
directly mitigate the secondary components in open-loop mode.

On the other hand, if the secondary components are directly
regulated in open-loop mode with the use of the several switching
states per control cycle, for example, using offline virtual voltage
vectors (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018; Duran et al., 2021), then the
discretized IM model can be simplified as follows:

X ̄αβ[k+1|k][ ] � Xαβ[k][ ] + Ts [Ā] Xαβ[k][ ] +[B̄] Uαβ[k][ ]( ) (35)

U[k][ ] � vαs[k] vβs[k] 0 0[ ]T (36a)

Xαβ[k][ ] � iαs[k] iβs[k] λαr[k] λβr[k][ ]T (36b)

X α̂β[k+1|k][ ] � îαs[k+1|k] îβs[k+1|k] λ̂αr[k+1|k] λ̂βr[k+1|k][ ]T (36c)

These reduced [�A] and [B̄ ]matrices are also characterized by the
electric parameters of the electric IMs:

[A ̄] �

− Lr Rs

d1
+M2 Rr

Lr d1
( ) 0

M Rr

Lr d1

M ωr

d1

0 − Lr Rs

d1
+M2 Rr

Lr d1
( ) −M ωr

d1

M Rr

Lr d1

M Rr

Lr
0 −Rr

Lr
−ωr

0
M Rr

Lr
−ωr −Rr

Lr

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(37)

[B̄] �
d2 0 0 0
0 d2 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (38)

Regarding the employed discretized IMmodel, once the predicted
currents are obtained, the goodness of each one is confirmed in
the proposed cost function.

Cost Function
As previously exposed, the voltage response with the better fitness
value is selected as the applied control action. For that purpose, a
predefined cost function needs to be designed to study the
capability of each possible voltage output to satisfy the
reference requirements. It is common to compare the
reference currents i*αβxys with the predicted currents i

̂
αβxys

obtained in the discretized IM model to provide a suitable

FIGURE 9 | Addition of a full-order rotor flux observer in a MPC scheme for asymmetrical six-phase IM fed by two Voltage Source Inverters (VSIs).
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current control. As expected, the cost function needs to be
developed according to the regulated electric drive and the
employed control actions. In this regard, if a multiphase
electric drive is regulated with a single control action per
sampling period, then the cost function needs to be defined by
attending to all orthogonal planes (Barrero et al., 2009). For
example, in the case of asymmetrical six-phase IM is well-
established the use of the following cost function:

J1 � k1 e
2
αs + k1 e

2
βs + k2 e

2
xs + k2 e

2
ys (39)

being

eαs � i*αs[k+2|k] − îαs[k+2|k] (40a)

eβs � i*βs[k+2|k] − îβs[k+2|k] (40b)

exs � i*xs[k+2|k] − îxs[k+2|k] (40c)

eys � i*ys[k+2|k] − îys[k+2|k] (40d)

The k1 and k2 coefficients are the weighting factors for α − β and
x − y planes, respectively. The value of these coefficients can be
established according to the operating electric drive
requirements. This procedure is typically a trade-off between
flux/torque production and a low harmonic current injection.
Speed track is the main goal, but the obtaining of satisfactory
current quality cannot be obviated. The x − y currents are only a
source of copper losses with no impact on the flux/torque
production when distributed-winding IMs are employed.
Hence, the reference value of these currents is usually set to
zero, and the selection of k1 and k2 coefficients is a trade-off
between flux/torque regulation (k1) and efficiency/distortion (k2).
It must be highlighted, however, that despite the possibility to
vary the importance that is paid to α − β and x − y planes, the
selection of a single switching state (Figure 6) implies that it is
impossible to satisfy the needs of both planes simultaneously in a
control cycle (Arahal et al., 2018; Fretes et al., 2021).

Though, the previous cost function can be simplified when the
secondary components are regulated in open-loop mode with the
designed control actions:

J2 � e2αs + e2βs (41)

This cost function allows the reduction of the computational cost
and the tasks related to the definition of the appropriate values of
the weighting factors for each electric drive. However, this
strategy could present a more inferior capability to cancel the
effect of the non-linearities of the VSC when high switching
frequencies are employed (Jones et al., 2009).

The use of the cost function is not only restricted to provide
satisfactory current tracking. In fact, the control designer can
exploit the flexibility of MPC to include additional coefficients in
the cost function to fulfil other requirements (Vargas et al., 2007;
Duran et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2016; Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2019;
Arahal et al., 2020; Kroneisl et al., 2020). For example, several
works have employed the quality function to reduce the switching
frequency (Vargas et al., 2007; Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2019).
(Vargas et al., 2007) proposed the reduction of this operating
parameter in a three-level VSC thanks to the inclusion of specific

terms related to this operating parameter in the cost function.
Following the same approach, (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2019)
developed an MPC with a trade-off between current quality
and switching frequency for a nine-phase electric drive. The
minimization of the common-mode voltage has been explored
in (Duran et al., 2012) with the use of a predefined quality
function. Regardless of the new variable incorporated in the
cost function, this task is carried out in a simple manner due
to the high flexibility to include constraints in MPC.

4 DISCRETE-TIME SLIDING-MODE-BASED
STRATEGIES FOR MULTIPHASE
INDUCTION MACHINE
Multiphase IM drives are coupled nonlinear systems associated
with uncertain dynamics and external matched disturbances. The
α − β and the x − y stator currents are controlled via a power
electronic converter with a discrete-time nature. For these
reasons, the control paradigm calls for advanced robust
discrete-time nonlinear techniques. Hence, the subsequent
parts will present a noteworthy literature review on discrete-
time nonlinear control approaches designed for multiphase IM
drives. Advanced discrete-time nonlinear methods have been
widely studied, designed and implemented in real-time on
multiphase IM drives. Some examples include SMC (Echeikh
et al., 2018; Kali et al., 2019c; Zaidi et al., 2019; Kali et al., 2020b,c),
fuzzy logic (Fnaiech et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2017; Bessaad et al.,
2019; Rinkeviciene et al., 2021) backstepping (Kali et al., 2019b;
Morawiec et al., 2020; Mossa and Echeikh, 2021) and adaptive
control (Guo and Parsa, 2012; Wang W. et al., 2018). Apart from
the above-mentioned conventional techniques, enhanced
methods based on methods combinations and/or augmented
theory will be discussed.

4.1 Conventional Discrete-Time Sliding
Mode Control
This section introduces the reader to the basic notions of
conventional DSMC. This latter is one of the most interesting
nonlinear techniques used in several control system problems.
The basics of SMC is born in the former Soviet Union in the early
50s, led by V. I. Utkin and S. V. Emelyanov (Utkin, 1977).
Figure 10 gives a graphical explanation of SMC, which uses
discontinuous control input signals to force the system’s states to
converge in a finite time to the user-designed sliding surface (see
Figure 10A). This latter is designed to ensure during the sliding
phase (see Figure 10C) an exponential (conventional linear
surface) or finite-time (terminal sliding surface) convergence.
Moreover, during the sliding phase, the system trajectories evolve
in a strict neighbourhood’s chosen surface. SMC has received
enormous attention since it guarantees insensitivity against
matched disturbances and uncertainties. This insensitivity is
reached by selecting large suitable reaching control law gains.
However, this leads to high-frequency switching signals that
cause the major drawback of SMC, the well-known Chattering
Figure 10B (Fridman, 2001; Boiko and Fridman, 2005). This
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undesirable phenomenon negatively impacts the controlled
system since it can damage the actuators, produce a high
energy loss, and lead to instability. For these reasons, the real-
time implementation of SMC is limited.

In literature, many published papers attempted to solve the
problem mentioned above of Chattering. The earlier solution
proposed the SMC-based boundary layers (Young et al., 1999)
that consists of using linear reaching laws instead of the
discontinuous ones. This proposition succeeded to reduce
Chattering. However, both the invariance and the finite-time
reaching properties of SMC are lost. Hence, the method is no
more robust. Another well-known proposition consists of the
observer-based SMC (Drakunov and Utkin, 1995; Yan and
Edwards, 2007). This method allows smaller choice for the
switching gains. However, the tracking might not be accurate if
no exact estimation is obtained. Other works combined the
conventional SMC with intelligent techniques (Fnaiech et al.,
2010). Accurate uncertainties estimation can be obtained via
these intelligent techniques. However, the real-time
implementation is limited because of the introduced complex
computations. In (Levant, 2003; Kali et al., 2017; Kali et al.,
2018c), the high-order SMC where the discontinuous control
actions are involved in the higher control derivatives, which
implies that the control signal that fed into the system becomes
continuous, has been proposed. Some published papers present a
DSMC (Utkin, 1994; Su et al., 2000; Li et al., 2014) motivated by the
fact that the switching frequencies are limited in real life and that
the real-time implementation is computer-based.

For the above-mentioned reasons, researchers began to
study SMC in discrete-time form. On the one hand, some
works proposed reaching laws based on DSMC using the
conventional known and new discrete switching reaching
laws that use the signum function. On the other hand,
other works proposed equivalent DSMC-based on the
discrete-time models. In both types of works, the control
objective is to ensure a quasi-sliding mode motion. In
other words, the objective is to keep the system states in a
very small boundary layer. In this part, the design of the
conventional DSMC is described briefly. To that end, consider
the dynamics of a six-phase IM given by Eqs 28, 29, the design
procedure consists of the two following steps:

• Design the conventional discrete-time sliding functions for
the α − β and the x − y planes as follows:

Sαβ[k][ ] � eαβ[k][ ] � Xa[k][ ] − X*
a[k][ ] (42)

Sxy[k][ ] � exy[k][ ] � Xb[k][ ] − X*
b[k][ ] (43)

where [X*
a[k]] � [i*

αs[k], i
*
βs[k]]T and [X*

b[k]] � [i*
xs[k], i

*
ys[k]]T are

the desired stator currents in the α − β and the x − y planes,
respectively.

• For both planes, the computed discrete-time controller
should verify the following conditions:

Sαβ[k][ ] � Sαβ[k+1][ ] � 0 (44)

Sxy[k][ ] � Sxy[k+1][ ] � 0 (45)

The above conditions can be satisfied by choosing the following
reaching law:

Sαβ[k+1][ ] � Λαβ[ ] Sαβ[k][ ] − Ts Lαβ[ ] sign Sαβ[k][ ]( ) (46)

Sxy[k+1][ ] � Λxy[ ] Sxy[k][ ] − Ts Lxy[ ] sign Sxy[k][ ]( ) (47)

where the elements of the [Λαβ] � diag(Λαs, λβs) and [Λxy] �
diag(λxs, λys) matrices are chosen between 0 and 1, while [Lαβ] �
diag(Lαs, lβs) and [Lxy] � diag(Lxs, Lys) are positive matrices and:

sign Sαβ[k][ ]( ) � sign(Sαs[k]), sign(Sβs[k])[ ]T
sign Sxy[k][ ]( ) � sign(Sxs[k]), sign(Sys[k])[ ]T

and the sign is defined by:

sign(S•s[k]) �
1, if S•s[k] > 0
0, if S•s[k] � 0
−1, if S•s[k] < 0

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (48)

Then, resolving Eq 48, 49 using the nominal model (i.e., without
taking into consideration the rotor currents) gives the DSMC law
for the stator currents as follows:

U1[k][ ] � − Γ1[ ]−1([Φ11] Xa[k] − X*
a[k+1][ ] − Λαβ[ ] Sαβ[k][ ]

+Ts Lαβ[ ] sign Sαβ[k][ ]( )) (49)

U2[k][ ] � − Γ2[ ]−1([Φ22] Xb[k] − X*
b[k+1][ ] − Λxy[ ] Sxy[k][ ]

+Ts Lxy[ ] sign Sxy[k][ ]( )) (50)

Finally, the control actions represented by Eqs 49, 50 are discrete
signals that are sent to a modulator as shown in Figure 11.

FIGURE 10 | Graphic interpretation of the SMC. (A) Reaching phase. (B) Chattering (C) Sliding phase.
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4.2 Time-Delay Estimator-Based
Discrete-Time Sliding Mode Control
The tracking performance using the above DSMC might not be
satisfactory. The reason behind this is that the dynamics related to
the unmeasurable rotor currents [Xc[k]] are not included in Eq.
49. Hence, for an accurate stator currents’ tracking, large
constants for the [Lαβ] and [Lxy] matrices should be chosen,
which leads to the Chattering and an over-high control effort.

In the continuous-time domain, an interesting TDE-based
conventional SMC for a class of second-order nonlinear systems
subject to unknown dynamics and unexpected disturbances has
been proposed (Kali et al., 2015; Kali et al., 2018a). The idea here
consists of adding in the DSMC law the estimated uncertainties,
which guarantees stability while choosing small switching gains.
This latter is assumed to vary slowly during a very little time,
approximated using delayed measurable states and delayed
control signals. It has been demonstrated through practical
works on seven degrees of freedom robot arm that the method
is successful and reduces the Chattering and has also been
implemented on several other robotic systems (Wang et al.,
2016; Lee et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020).

Inspired by the works mentioned above, a robust TDE-based
DSMC for the inner stator currents control loop has been
proposed, developed and tested in real-time on an
asymmetrical six-phase IM in the presence of uncertainties in
(Kali et al., 2019a). Unlike the conventional DSMC, this method
maintains the inherent properties of sliding motion. Another
novelty in this work is that the time required for the systems states
to converge to the designed surfaces is computed. The designed
discrete method can be easily extended for all discrete linear and
nonlinear systems and all symmetrical and asymmetrical
multiphase drives. Figure 11 shows the closed-loop FOC with
inner current loop based on SMC.

As said before, the only difference in the design procedure
consists of incorporating the approximated uncertain dynamics
and unmeasurable rotor currents computed using discrete TDE
as follows:

X ̂c[k][ ] � Xc[k−1][ ] � [Φ13]−1( Xa[k][ ] − [Φ11] Xa[k−1][ ]
− Γ1[ ] U1[k−1][ ]) (51)

Hence, adding the above approximation to the conventional
DSMC gives the proposed TDE-based DSMC for the stator
currents in the α − β and the x − y planes as follows:

U1[k][ ] � Ueq
1[k][ ] + Utde

1[k][ ]
Ueq

1[k][ ] � − Γ1[ ]−1([Φ11] Xa[k] − X*
a[k + 1][ ] − Λαβ[ ] Sαβ[k][ ]

+Ts Lαβ[ ] sign Sαβ[k][ ]( ))
Utde

1[k][ ] � − Γ1[ ]−1[Φ13] Xc[k−1][ ] � − Γ1[ ]−1( Xa[k][ ]
−[Φ11] Xa[k−1][ ] − Γ1[ ] U1[k−1][ ]) (52)

U2[k][ ] � − Γ2[ ]−1([Φ22] Xb[k] − X*
b[k + 1][ ] − Λxy[ ] Sxy[k][ ]

+Ts Lxy[ ] sign Sxy[k][ ]( )) (53)

where [Ueq

1[k]] is the equivalent control input vector computed by

resolving Eq. 46 and using the nominal model while [Utde
1[k]] is the

TDE control input vector that compensates the unmeasurable
rotor currents and the matched uncertainties.

The computed TDE-based DSMC in Eqs 52, 53 ensures the
existence of a quasi sliding mode if λmin [Lαβ]{ } that represents
the minimum eigenvalue of the diagonal matrix [Lαβ] is
chosen as:

λmin Lαβ[ ]{ }> 1
Ts

[Φ13] Xc[k][ ] − Xĉ[k][ ]( )����� ����� (54)

FIGURE 11 | Classic SMC scheme for asymmetrical six-phase IM fed by two Voltage Source Inverters (VSI).
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In addition, each stator current will reach its corresponding
known desired current within at most kreach + 1 steps defined by:

kreach � |S•[0]|
Ts L• − [Φ13] Xc[k][ ] − Xĉ[k][ ]( )����� ����� (55)

Proposition 1. To enhance the effectiveness of the proposed
TDE-based DSMC and to reduce the quasi sliding mode band the
Chattering, the Exponential Reaching Law (ERL) can be used in
discrete form instead of the conventional discrete reaching law.
Hence, a robust nonlinear TDE-based DSMC with ERL (Kali
et al., 2019d) can be obtained for the α − β and the x − y stator
currents as follows:

U1[k][ ] � − Γ1[ ]−1([Φ11]Xa[k] − [Φ13] Xc[k−1][ ] − X*
a[k + 1][ ]

− Λαβ[ ] Sαβ[k][ ] + Ts Lαβ[k][ ]sign Sαβ[k][ ]( )) (56)

U2[k][ ] � − Γ2[ ]−1([Φ22] Xb[k] − X*
b[k + 1][ ] − Λxy[ ] Sxy[k][ ]

+Ts Lxy[k][ ] sign Sxy[k][ ]( )) (57)

where [Lαβ[k]] � diag( Lαs
Eαs(S

αs[k])
,

Lβs
Eβs(S

βs[k])
) and [Lxy[k]] �

diag( Lxs
Exs(S

xs[k])
,

Lys
Eys(S

ys[k])
) with:

E•s(S•s[k]) � ε•s + (1 − ε•s)exp−η•s S•s[k]| | (58)

being ε•s ∈ (0, 1) and η•s > 0 for • � {α, β, x, y}.
Remark 1. The ERL is a kind of adaptive control gains since

this latter varies in terms of the tracking error values. Indeed, the
values of the switching gains increase or decrease in proportion to
the absolute value of the designed sliding surface, such as a fast
reaching occurs for large values, and a low control effort is
guaranteed during the sliding phase. In other words, E•s(S•s[k])
in Eq. 60 converges to ε•s when the corresponding stator current
tracking error has a significant value. At the same time, it
converges to 1 when the corresponding stator current tracking
error reaches zero. Moreover, TDE-based DSMC with ERL can
ensure faster convergence than TDE-based conventional DSMC
while reducing the Chattering since smaller switching gains can
achieve stability.

4.3 Discrete-Time Super-twisting Algorithm
Control
High-order sliding mode is considered to be one of the most
effective methods that solve the problem of Chattering (Levant,
2010). This method has been extensively used since it keeps the
insensitivity property of conventional SMC and guarantees a
higher tracking precision. The order in this approach depends on
the relative degree of the controlled system and the designed
sliding function. Actually, the most developed one is the second-
order sliding mode (Pisano, 2012; Kali et al., 2017; Shi et al.,
2019). It consists of computing the first time derivative of the
control input signal in terms of the switching action, which
become continuous once integrated. Even if several reaching
laws and algorithms have been proposed to enhance the
convergence speed and reduce the Chattering, it does not lack

problems as all developed nonlinear techniques. The main
problem of the second-order SMC lies in the difficulty of its
real-time implementation since it requires usually unavailable
system’s information. This limitation entails the need to integrate
an observer in the loop, which makes the problem more complex.

A successful continuous second-order sliding mode algorithm
called super-twisting has received massive attention in the past
few years as it solves the problemmentioned above. In addition, it
ensures insensitivity to a more significant number of matched
uncertainties. The closed-loop stability-based Lyapunov, the
problem of robustness against uncertainties and convergence
time estimation issues have been widely discussed in the
literature (Moreno, 2009; Moreno and Osorio, 2012; Castillo
et al., 2018). Otherwise, several works attempted to enhance
this algorithm, such as adaptive super-twisting control (Plestan
and Chriette, 2012; Borlaug et al., 2020; Obeid et al., 2020),
variable gains super-twisting (Dávila et al., 2010; Gonzalez et al.,
2012; Vidal et al., 2017) and TDE-based optimal super-twisting
(Kali et al., 2018b; Wang Y. et al., 2018). This latter is easy to
implement and gives good results on a redundant robot arm.
However, for the particular case of a multiphase machine where
the power electronic converter has a discrete nature, a controller-
based discrete mode is required, while the few existing works use an
emulation design. This latter consists of a discretization that is
usually based on the explicit Euler method. In super-twisting, this
method requires selecting significant gains that might lead to
undesirable high control effort. In (Kali et al., 2020a), an implicit
TDE-based DSTA has been developed for an asymmetrical six-
phase IM. The few developed implicit DSTA has been all used as an
observer, which changes the stability analysis. However, the
approximated unknown dynamics obtained using the TDE
method make it possible to ensure convergence, and this even
with small control gains.

In the following, a brief description of the design steps:

• Estimate the unknown dynamics (i.e., unmeasurable rotor
currents and unexpected perturbations) using the discrete
TDE as in Eq. 51.

• Design the sliding surfaces for the α − β and the x − y stator
currents to be the error between the measured currents and
the desired ones as in Eqs 42, 43.

• Compute the discrete control law for the α − β and the x − y
stator currents by resolving the following DSTA formulas:

Sαβ[k+1][ ] � Qαβ[ ] Sαβ[k][ ] − Ts Γαβ[ ]sign0.5 Sαβ[k][ ]( ) + Ts Wαβ[k][ ]
Wαβ[k+1][ ] � Rαβ[ ] Wαβ[k][ ] − Ts Δαβ[ ]sign Sαβ[k][ ]( )

(59)

Sxy[k+1][ ] � Qxy[ ] Sxy[k][ ] − Ts Γxy[ ]sign0.5 Sxy[k][ ]( ) + Ts Wxy[k][ ]
Wxy[k+1][ ] � Rxy[ ] Wxy[k][ ] − Ts Δxy[ ]sign Sxy[k][ ]( )

(60)

where the elements of the diagonal matrices [Qαβ] � diag(Qαs,
Qβs), [Qxy] � diag(Qxs,Qys), [Rαβ] � diag(Rαs,Rβs), [Rxy] �
diag(Rxs,Rys) are selected between 0 and 1, while [Γαβ] �
diag(Γαs, Γβs) and [Γxy] � diag(Γxs, Γys) are diagonal positive
matrices and:
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sign0.5 Sαβ[k][ ]( ) � |Sαs[k]|0.5sign(Sαs[k]), |Sβs[k]|0.5sign(Sβs[k])[ ]T
sign0.5 Sxy[k][ ]( ) � |Sxs[k]|0.5sign(Sxs[k]), |Sys[k]|0.5sign(Sys[k])[ ]T

The gain of the diagonal matrices [Δαβ] and [Δxy] are chosen as
follows to satisfy the stability for • � {α, β, x, y}:

Δ•s >
(1 + R•s)

Ts
[Φ13] Xc[k][ ] − X ̂c[k][ ]( )����� ����� (61)

Notice that the implicit TDE-based DSTA guarantees the
convergence of the stator currents tracking to a ball in the
neighbour of the equilibrium point.

Another significant drawback of SM theory lies in
choosing the switching surface since the obtained
performance depends on it during the sliding phase.
Indeed, undesirable performance should be expected if
the linear switching surface is not well designed. Thus,
since the linear switching surface guarantees an
asymptotic convergence and not a finite-time one, its
design is a complicated task (Tokat et al., 2002, 2003).
Nevertheless, a Terminal SMC (TSMC) has been
proposed (Mu and He, 2018; Kali et al., 2021) in the
literature. This method is based on the classical SMC
technique but uses a nonlinear sliding surface. This latter
allows a finite-time convergence and ameliorates the
system’s convergence properties during the sliding phase.
For this reason, the presented TDE-based DSTA had been
enhanced in (Kali et al., 2021b).

Proposition 2An improved TDE-based DSTA has been
developed by using a discrete-time terminal sliding surface to
enhance convergence speed and ensure robustness against
matched uncertainties and non-repeatable parameter
variations. This latter usually occurs in electrical motors
because of the heat of the components. The proposed TDE-
based Discrete Terminal Super-Twisting Algorithm (DTSTA)
(Kali et al., 2021b) has been implemented successfully on a
real six-phase IM. The control inputs can be obtained using
the algorithms in Eqs 63, 64 for the α − β and the x − y stator
currents as follows:

U1[k][ ] � − Γ1[ ]−1 [Φ11]Xa[k] − [Φ13] Xc[k−1][ ] − X*
a[k + 1][ ] + Λαβ1[ ] eαβ[k−1][ ] − Ts Wαβ[k][ ]( )

� − Γ1[ ]−1 Λαβ2[ ]signc eαβ[k−1][ ]( ) − Qαβ[ ] Sαβ[k][ ] + Ts Γαβ[ ]sign0.5 Sαβ[k][ ]( )( )
(62)

U2[k][ ] � − Γ2[ ]−1 [Φ22]Xb[k] − X*
b[k + 1][ ] + Λxy1[ ] exy[k−1][ ] − Ts Wxy[k][ ]( )

� − Γ1[ ]−1 Λxy2[ ]signc exy[k−1][ ]( ) − Qxy[ ] Sxy[k][ ] + Ts Γxy[ ]sign0.5 Sxy[k][ ]( )( ) (63)

where [Sαβ[k]] and [Sxy[k]] are the proposed discrete terminal
sliding function is defined by:

Sαβ[k][ ] � eαβ[k][ ] + Λαβ1[ ] eαβ[k−1][ ] + Λαβ2[ ]signc eαβ[k−1][ ]( ) (64)

Sxy[k][ ] � exy[k][ ] + Λxy1[ ] exy[k−1][ ] + Λxy2[ ]signc exy[k−1][ ]( ) (65)

being [Λαβi] � diag(Λαsi,Λβsi) diagonal positive matrices for i � 1,
2 and:

signc eαβ[k][ ]( ) � |eαs[k]|cαsign(eαs[k]), |eβs[k]|cβsign(eβs[k])[ ]T

signc exy[k][ ]( ) � |exs[k]|cx sign(exs[k]), |eys[k]|cy sign(eys[k])[ ]T
with c• ∈ (0, 1) for • � {α, β, x, y}.

5 EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT

To analyze first some of the most recent developments of MPC,
a 2 kW six-phase IM with a nominal mechanical speed of 3
000 rpm test-bench is used. Readers can find more details
about the system and the parameters of the IM in (Ayala
et al., 2021b). Four model predictive current control structures
are compared, namely classic MPC (Rodas et al., 2016),
modulated-MPC (M2PC) (Gonzalez et al., 2019), MPC with
Virtual Vector (VV-MPC) (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018) and a
Novel Modulated MPC (N-M2PC) (Ayala et al., 2021b).
Because of its flexibility in controlling objectives and fast
dynamic response, MPC is still considered an exciting
alternative to linear control structures for multiphase IMs.
However, as Figure 12A shows, the regulation of the secondary
x − y is poor with a high current ripple due to the use of single
control action during the whole sample period. Instead of
discarding this controller due to its high harmonic distortion,
several solutions based on enhancing its implicit modulators,
such as multi-vector solutions as control actions, have been
proposed. We can see from Figure 12B–D three solutions that
considerably reduce the x − y currents at expense of higher
current ripple in α − β currents. It is worth mentioning that the
dynamic behaviour remains visually the same for all MPC
techniques demonstrated by Figure 12E–H. We can
comprehend the latter by Figure 12I,J, extracted
from (Rivas-Martinez et al., 2021) performed an exhaustive
comparison between classic MPC and M2PC using statistical
analysis. Stability analysis of MPC for a six-phase IM was
recently analyzed in (Ayala et al., 2021a). Figure 12K,L show
the trend charts of the maximum stable rotor speeds, which is
defined as the rotor speed where the stator currents controller
can no longer be appropriately regulated as more significant
oscillations appear, destabilizing the system and average
switching frequencies for classic MPC, M2PC and N-M2PC
at different sampling frequencies. It is worth knowing the limits
of stability regarding rotor speed and sampling frequencies for
other modulated MPC to understand these critical operating
points and then apply techniques with the lowest possible
sampling frequency, reducing the switching losses in power
converters.

Then, as previously exposed, the usage of multi-vector
solutions has permitted the mitigation of the harmonic
content of phase currents when MPC strategies are employed
to regulate multiphase electric drives. Figure 13 summarizes the
evolution of the current quality improvement in an asymmetrical
six-phase IM using diverse MPC techniques (Gonzalez-Prieto
et al., 2018; Aciego et al., 2021; Duran et al., 2021). For that
purpose, the phase currents of four published MPC schemes have
been tested using a paired evaluation:
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• Comparation 1: classical MPC, Figure 13A vs. MPC using
VVs (VV-MPC) Figure 13B (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018).

• Comparation 2: VV-MPC, Figure 13C vs. MPC using LVVs
(LVV-MPC) Figure 13D (Duran et al., 2021).

• Comparation 3:VV-MPC, Figure 13E vs. MPC using DVV
(DVV-MPC), Figure 13F (Aciego et al., 2021).

In Figure 13, the phase currents show a significant
improvement when several switching state per sampling
period are employed as multi-vector control action. In fact,
Figure 13A illustrates the limited capability of MPC to reduce

harmonic distortion if a single switching states is applied during
the entire control cycle. On the other hand, the combination of
large voltage vectors to generate multi-vector control actions
presents an enhanced harmonic distortion (see Figure 13C,D)
due to their reduced contribution in the secondary plane. This
result is also obtained when the virtual voltage vectors are
generated using an online procedure (Aciego et al., 2021), as
shown in Figure 13E,F. Nevertheless, the use of an online method
implies a higher computational burden than in the case of LVV-
MPC. Therefore the goodness of this control scheme can be
highlighted over the skills of the compared MPC techniques.

FIGURE 12 | Steady-state analysis: stator α − β and x − y currents in an asymmetrical six-phase IM fed by a dual three-phase VSC (A) classic MPC (Rodas et al.,
2016), (B) Modulated-MPC (M2PC) (Gonzalez et al., 2019), (C) MPC with virtual vector (VV-MPC) (Gonzalez-Prieto et al., 2018) and (D) a Novel Modulated MPC
(N-M2PC) (Ayala et al., 2021b). Transient-analysis: stator q-axis current: (E) classic MPC, (F) M2PC, (G) MPC-VV and (H) N-M2PC. Statistical comparison between
MPC and M2PC (I) α-axis and (J) x-axis (Rivas-Martinez et al., 2021). Trend chart of classic MPC, M2PC and N-M2PC regarding different sampling frequencies
and: (K) rotor mechanical speed; (L) average switching frequency (Ayala et al., 2021a).
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Finally, we exhibit the experimental performance of SMC
using the same experimental test-bench as the one obtained
used for the results presented in Figure 4. In this case, we
show in Figure 14A–D the steady-state performance of four
SM-based current controllers explained in the previous section.

As expected, Figure 14A shows the higher Chattering of classic
SMC. We can note that DSMC-ERL (Kali et al., 2019d) shows
better performance than the rest in this operating point, while
DTSTA (Kali et al., 2021b) has also considerably ripple in some
parts. Figure 14E compares DSMC with DSTA using the mean

FIGURE 13 | Phase currents in an asymmetrical six-phase IM fed by a dual three-phase VSC. From top to bottom: (A) classic MPC vs. (B) VV-MPC(Gonzalez-
Prieto et al., 2018), (C) VV-MPC vs. (D) LVV-MPC (Duran et al., 2021) and (E) VV-MPC vs. (F) DVV-MPC (Aciego et al., 2021).

FIGURE 14 | Steady-state analysis: stator α − β and x − y currents in an asymmetrical six-phase IM fed by a dual three-phase VSC (A) Discrete-time Sliding Mode
Control (DSMC) (Kali et al., 2019a), (B) DSMC with Exponential Reaching Law (DSMC-ERL) (Kali et al., 2019d), (C) Discrete-time Super-Twisting Algorithm (DSTA) (Kali
et al., 2020a) and (D) Discrete-time Terminal Super-Twisting Algorithm (DTSTA) (Kali et al., 2021b). (E) Comparative between DSMC and DSTA using Mean Squared
Error (MSE) as performance parameter (Kali et al., 2020a).
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square error of the stator current tracking in α − β and x − y
planes. We can compute the improvement introduced by DSTA
up to 79% (Kali et al., 2020a).

6 CONCLUSION

The paper presents a review of the foremost model predictive and
sliding mode current control algorithm applied to the most
popular multiphase induction machine topologies, i.e., five-
phase and six-phase. A comprehensive description of model
predictive current control and its variants has been provided.
On the other hand, the sliding mode control approach has also
been included in this paper. Featured experimental case studies
are provided to compare the multiple control schemes.

Focusing on the case of MPC, the implementation of multi-
vector solutions has played an essential role in improving the
phase current quality when an MPC strategy is employed to
regulate a multiphase electric drive. These control actions allow,
at the same time, the tracking of the flux/torque requirement
and the mitigation of the harmonic content caused by the
secondary components, avoiding the limitation of classical
MPC where a single switching state is applied during the
whole of the sampling period. The new generation of MPC
strategies simultaneously provides to the control designer the
conventional MPC advantages, such as high flexibility and fast
dynamic response, and a reduced current harmonic injection.
The future trend of MPC can be related to the use of more
competitive control actions. For instance, by increasing the
number of switching states employed to create the multi-
vector outputs, the development of nonlinear models to
improve the accuracy of the machine model when the
sampling period is too high, or the use of integral terms to
reduce the steady-state errors.

Despite the improvements obtained using SMC, the
Chattering issue should be carefully addressed to mitigate the

impact of the switching function. This can be done using higher
order SMC or a model based SMC approach. In addition, the
convergence time of the SMC approach can be fixed. For this
purpose, a terminal SMC approach can be used in the future to
impose a desired convergence time. Future works may include the
real-time implementation of SMC techniques like power SM,
terminal SM, higher-order SM, fractional control, synergetic
control for multiphase machines.

It is worth mentioning some crucial differences between
MPC and SMC. While MPC performance is better as the
sampling frequency becomes higher, it is the opposite in
SMC. In SMC, the worse performance is due to the sign
function at high frequency; the Chattering becomes more
aggressive. However, in MPC, the performance is better
because the predictions are faster. Moreover, MPC has an
intrinsic modulator while SMC-based controllers need a
modulation stage like linear PI controllers. MPC is also
intuitive, and constraints are easy to include in the cost
function. However, SMC has a more complex mathematical
model that may not be straightforward.
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